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Abstract— In a personalized web information gathering, for the
knowledge description ontology term is use. Mainly ontology used
for acquires knowledge, share, reuse and increase relations
description of knowledge. Paper shows different problems and
searching techniques also related work shows working of
different authors on ontology. Main work of ontology is to gather
web information based on keywords that may be local repository or
global repository. Initialization of information gathering is beginning
according to user profile. Also section covers basic architecture of
ontology which focuses on overall information gathering.
Learning concept extract the information in structured
format for unstructured input. Ontology as model for knowledge
description and validation is used to represent user profile in
personalized web gathering information. While presenting user
profiles most of the models used a global knowledge bases or
user local information for representing user profiles. Ontology is
the model for knowledge description and validation, which are
largely used to represent user profile in personalized web
information gathering. When representing user profiles, most of
the models have access only knowledge from either a global
knowledge base or user local information. This paper include, a
personalized ontology model is proposed for knowledge
representation and reasoning over user profiles. It will contain
user profiles from both world knowledge base and user local
instance repository. The ontology model is evaluated
against
benchmark models in web information gathering. The concept
models of the user profile represent by user when gathering web
information. A concept model is possessed by users and is
generated from there background knowledge. This concept model
cannot be proven in laboratories; many web ontologists have
observed it in a user behaviour the results show that this
ontology model is successful.
Keywords— Ontology, personalization, semantic relation, world
knowledge, local instance repository, user profile,web information
gathering.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today is the internet world. The total of the available webbase information on the internet has increased dramatically.
But collecting the information uesful from the internet has
become the most challenging job today’s scenario. People
are interested in the relevant and interested information
from the world web.The information gathering from web
systems before this satisfy the user requirements by
capturing their need of information. Because of this reason
user profiles are developed for user background knowledge
description. The user profiles represent the concepts models
possessed by user while gathering the web information. A
concept model is generated from user background
knowledge and possessed by user implicitly. But it is
observed by many ontologists that when user read a
document they can easily determined whether or not it is of
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their interest or relevance to them .If the concept model of
user can be simulated, and then representation is better of
the user profile can be build. To Simulate use the concepts
model,are utilized ontologists in
personalized web
information gathering which are called ontological user
profiles or personalized ontologies [1],[2],[3].
In Global analysis, global knowledge bases are used for
user background knowledge representation. Local user use
user analysis information. Global analysis is limited by
quality of knowledge base whereas local analysis is not
sufficient for capturing user knowledge. If we integrate
global and local analysis within a hybrid model the global
knowledge will be constrain the background knowledge
discovery form the user general information. Such an
model of ontology will give the better representation of
user profiles [4].For representing the user profiles, the
knowledge must be gathered by user background by using
global or local analysis. Global analysis uses worldwide
knowledge base for background knowledge representation.
The commonly used knowledge bases include generic
ontologies e.g. Word net, Thesauruses, digital libraries.
Compared with other benchmark models ontology model is
successful. The research contributes to knowledge
engineering, and has the potential for design to improve of
personalized web gathering information systems.The
involmeant are pure and growingly significant, considering
the rapid explosion of web information and the growing
accessibility of online documents.
Local analysis investigates user local information or
observes user behavior in user profiles. For example, Li
and Zhong [23] discovered taxonomical patterns from the
users’ local text documents to learn ontologies for user
profiles. Some groups [12],learned personalized ontologies
adaptively from browsing history of the user..
Alternatively, Sekine and Suzuki analyzed query logs to
discover user background knowledge. In some works, such
as [29], users were provided with a set of documents and
asked for relevance feedback. Then the user background
knowledge was discovered from this feedback for profile of
the user. However, because of the techniques of local
analysis rely on data mining or classification techniques for
discovery of knowledge, occasionally the founded results
contain noisy and information which is uncertain. As a
result, local analysis suffers from ineffectiveness at
capturing formal user knowledge. From this, we can
hypothesize that user background knowledge can be better
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discovered and represented if we can integrate global and
local analysis within a hybrid model. The knowledge
discovered in a global knowledge base will constrain the
background knowledge discovery from local information of
user. Such ontology model which is personalized should
produce a superior representation of user profiles for web
information collecting. In this paper, to evaluate an
ontology model this hypothesis is proposed. The users
concept models simulated model by using personalized
ontologies, and attempts to improve web information
gathering performance by using ontological user profiles.
The world knowledge and a user’s local instance repository
(LIR) are used in the proposed model. World knowledge is
commonsense knowledge acquired by people from
experience and education; an LIR is a user’s personal
collection of information items. From a world knowledge
base, we construct personalized ontology’s by adopting
user
feedback
on
interesting
knowledge.
A
multidimensional ontology mining method, Specificity and
Exhaustively, is also introduced in the proposed model for
analyzing concepts specified in ontology’s. The users’ LIRs
are then used to discover background knowledge and to
populate the personalized ontology’s.
To simulate user concept models, ontologies—a knowledge
description and formalization model—are utilized in
personalized web information gathering. Such ontologies
are called ontological user profiles [12],or personalized
ontologies [29].To represent user profiles, many
researchers have attempted to discover user background
knowledge through global or local analysis. Global analysis
uses existing global knowledge bases for user background
knowledge representation. Commonly used knowledge
bases include generic ontology’s (e.g., WordNet [26]),
thesauruses (e.g., digital libraries), and online knowledge
bases (e.g., online categorizations and Wikipedia). The
global analysis techniques produce effective performance
for user background knowledge extraction. However,
global analysis is limited by the quality of the used
knowledge base. For example, Word Net was reported as
helpful in capturing user interest in some areas but useless
for others.
The proposed ontology model is evaluated by comparison
against some benchmark models through experiments using
a large standard data set. The evaluation results show that
the proposed ontology model is successful. Additionally,
ontology’s were used in many works to improve the
performance of knowledge discovery. Using a fuzzy
domain ontology extraction algorithm, a mechanism was
developed by Lau et al. [19] in 2009 to construct concept
maps based on the posts on online discussion forums. Quest
and Ali [28] used ontologies to help data mining in
biological databases. Jin et al. [17] integrated data mining
and information retrieval techniques to further enhance
knowledge discovery. Doan et al. [8] proposed a model
called GLUE and used machine learning techniques to find
similar concepts in different ontologies. Dou et al. [9]
proposed a framework for learning domain ontologies
using pattern decomposition, clustering/classification, and
association rules mining techniques. These works
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attempted toexplore a route to model world knowledge
more efficiently.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the
related work; in Section 3, we introduce how personalized
ontologies are constructed for users. After that, Section 4
gives the architecture of the proposed model. Finally,
Section 5 makes conclusions and addresses our future
work.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1
Ontology Learning:
Ontologists are means of knowledge sharing and reuse.
They are semantic containers. The term Ontology‟ has
various definitions in many texts, field and applications.
Many current knowledge bases are used by many models to
learn ontologies.Gauch et al. [1] and Sieg et al. [5] learned
personalized ontologies from the Open Directory Project to
specify users‟ preferences and interests in web search.
King developed IntelliOnto based on the basis of the
Dewey decimal classification. Doweney et al. [7] used
Wikipedia which helps in understanding user attention in
queries. The user background knowledge is discovered but
the performance is limited by quality of the global
knowledge base. Much work has been done for discovering
user background knowledge from user local information.
Aiming at learning personalized ontologies, many works
sourced user background knowledge from user local
information. Li and Zhong [23] used pattern recognition
and association rule mining techniques to discover
knowledge from user local documents for ontology
construction.Tran et al. [25] transformed keyword of
queries to ‘Description Logics’ conjunctive queries and
used ontologies to represent user background knowledge.
Zhong[23] proposed a domain ontology learning approach
that employed various data mining and natural-language
understanding techniques. Additionally, ontologies were
used in many works to improve the knowledge discovery
performance.Using a fuzzy domain ontology removal
algorithm, a mechanism was developed by Lau et al. [19] in
2009 to construct maps based on the concept the posts on
online discussion forums.
2.2
User Profiles:
In the web information gathering, user profiles were used to
know the semantic meanings of queries and capture user
needs of information. User used user profile modelling and
personalization, it is used to reflect the notice of user. Li
and Zhong declared user profiles as the interesting topics of
a user’s information required. The profiles of user are
divided into two diagrams: the data diagram and which are
acquired by analysing a database or a set of transaction
whereas the information diagram user profiles developed
by using manually such as questionnaires and interviews or
automatic techniques such as information retrieval and
machine learning. Profiles of user are categorized into
three groups: interviewing, semi-interviewing, and noninterviewing. [1], [3], [12], [13]. Interviewing user profiles
are considered to be perfect user profiles. They are
developed by using manual techniques, such as
questionnaires, interviewing users, and classified training
sets by analysed user. One usual example is the TREC
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Filtering Track training sets, which were generated
manually [4]. The users read each document and gave a
positive or negative judgment to the document against a
given topic. Semi-interviewing user profiles are acquired
by semi automated techniques with limited user
involvement. These techniques normally provide users with
a list of categories and ask users for interesting or non
interesting categories. One typical example is the web
training set acquisition model introduced by Tao et al. [5],
which extracts training sets from the web based on user fed
back categories. Non interviewing techniques do not
involve users at all, but ascertain user interests instead.
User profiles is acquired by analysing user activity and
behaviour and discovering user background knowledge [6].
The interviewing, semi-interviewing, and non interviewing
user profiles can also be viewed a manual semiautomatic,
and automatic profiles, respectively.

Table – Comparison of World Taxonomies
They are encoded from the subject headings in the LCSH.
Let SS be a set of subjects, an element s 2 SS is formalized
as a 4-tuples s:=< hlabel; neighbor; ancestor; descendanti, >



3. PERSONALIZED ONTOLOGY CONSTRUCTION
Personalized ontology’s are a conceptualization model that
formally describes and specifies user background
knowledge. From observations in daily lives, we found that
web users might have different expectations for the same
search query. For example, for the topic “New York,”
business travellers may demand different information from
vacation travellers.
Most of the times the same user even may have different
expectations for the same search query if applied in a
different situation. A user may become a business traveller
when planning for a business trip, or a vacation traveller
when planning for a family holiday. Observation based on
this, an assumption is formed that web users have a
personal concept model for their information needs. A
concept model of user’s may be change according to needs
of different
information. A model constructing
personalized ontology’s for web users’ concept models is
introduced.
3.1
World Knowledge Representation:
For the information gathering the world knowledge is very
important. World knowledge is commonsense knowledge
possessed by people and acquired by through the
experience and education. User background knowledge is
extracted from a world knowledge base encoded from the
Library of Congress Subject Heading (LCSH).The Library
of congress subject Heading (LCSH) is ideal for world
knowledge base. The LCSH system is a thesaurus
developed for organizing and retrieving information from a
large volume of library collections. LCSH has undergone
continuous revising and enriching. The LCSH system is
better than other world knowledge taxonomies used.
Following table shows a comparison of the LCSH with
Library of Congress Classification (LCC) used by Frank
and Paynter [16], the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC)
used by Wang and Lee [17], and the reference
categorization (RC) developed by Gauch et al. [1] using
online categorizations that anticipate your paper as one part
of the entire proceedings, and not as an independent
document. Please do not revise any of the current
designations.
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label is the heading of s in the thesaurus of
LCSH;
neighbour function return the subjects that have
direct links to s in the world knowledge base;
the subjects return by ancestor function that have
a higher level of abstraction than s and link to s
directly or indirectly in the world knowledge base;
descendant is a function returning the subjects that
are more specific than s and link to s directly or
indirectly in the world knowledge base. The
subjects
in the world knowledge base are linked to each
other by the semantic relations are is-a relation,
part-of relation, and related-to relation.

3.2
Ontology Construction:
The subjects based on user interest are extracted from the
WKB via user interaction. A tool known as Ontology
Learning Environment (OLE) is developed to assist users
with such interaction. Regarding to topic, the interesting
subjects consist of two sets: positive subjects are the
concepts relevant to the information need, and negative
subjects are resolving the concept paradoxical or
ambiguous interpretation of the need of information. Thus,
for a given topic, the OLE gives users with a set of
candidates to identify positive and negative subjects. These
candidate subjects are retrieving from the WKB. User
interested subjects are extracted from the WKB via user
interaction. Ontology Learning Environment (OLE) tool is
developed to assists users with such interaction. Related to
the topic, the interesting subjects consist of two sets;
positive subjects and negative subjects. The subjects which
are relevant to the information need are positive subjects
and the subjects who resolve ambiguous interpretation of
information need are negative subjects The OLE provides
with a set of candidates for user to identity positive and
negative subjects. The constructed ontology is personalized
because the user selects positive and negative subjects for
personal preferences and interests. Thus, if a user searches
“New York” and plans for a business trip, the different
subjects have to be selected from user and a different
ontology constructed, compared to those selected subject
sand constructed by a leisure user planning for a holiday.
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overall information for keyword. That information may be
finding directly using URL in web browser or entering
keyword in search engine. Also for global repository user’s
feedback is consider to improvement in system
performance. Local repository ontology concept is mainly
for standalone window application where user searches
only for local keywords which are saved on database of
system. For detail flow, following diagram shows overall
architecture [2]. Where,
LIR - Local Instance Repository.
WKB- World Knowledge Base
OLE- Ontology Learning Environment.

Fig. OLE (Ontology Learning Environment)

Fig. Architecture of Ontology model
4. ARCHITECTURE OF THE ONTOLOGY MODEL
The proposed ontology model aims to discover user
background knowledge and learns personalized ontologies
for representing user profiles. Following fig. illustrates the
architecture of the ontology model. A personalized
ontology model is constructed, according to the topic. The
two resources of knowledge, the global world knowledge
base and the user’s local instance repository, are utilized by
the ontology model. The world knowledge base provides
the taxonomic structure for the personalized ontology. The
background knowledge of user is discovered from the user
local instance repository. Against the given topic, the
specificity and exhaustively of subjects are investigated for
user background knowledge discovery. Application of
ontology to search information that info may be local or
may be global. Mainly global repository searching finds
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we covers overall concept of ontology model
which is mainly used for web information gathering. An
ontology model is proposed for representing user
background knowledge for personalized web information
gathering. The model constructs ontologies for user in
personalized manner by extracting world knowledge from
the LCSH system and discovering user background
knowledge from user local instance repositories. The model
ontology in this paper include a solution to emphasizing
global and local knowledge in a single computational
model. The findings in this paper can be applied to the
design of web information gathering systems. The model
also has large contributions to the fields of retrieving
information, Intelligence web, Recommendation Systems,
and Information Systems.
In our future work, we will investigate the methods that
generate user local instance repositories to match the
representation of a global knowledge base. The present
work guess that all user local instance repositories have
content-based descriptors referring to the subjects however,
documents having large volume existing on the web may
not have such content-based descriptors. These strategies
will be investigated in future work to solve this problem
The investigation will extend the applicability of the
ontology model to the majority of the existing web
documents and increase the contribution and significance
of the present work. For easily data gathering for single
computational model we can use global and local
repository at a time. At the same time our aim will be
increase system performance.
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